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Supplies
Stamps:
141543 Weather Together Photopolymer
Paper:
100867 Night of Navy (8 ½” x 5 ½”)
1000730 Whisper White (5 ¼” x 3”)
138334 Watermelon Wonder (3 ¼” x 1”)
141632 Affectionately Yours Specialty
Designer Series Paper (3” x 1 ½”)
Ink:
102283 Versamark
126970 Night of Navy
Accessories:
143263 Big Shot Die-Cutting Machine
141479 Umbrella Weather Framelits
129053 Heat Tool
141636 Copper Emboss Powder
138292 Banner Triple Punch
141433 Watermelon 5/8” Mini Striped
Ribbon
131262 Regals Stampin’ Write Markers
131261Neutrals Stampin’ Write Markers
104430 Stampin' Dimensionals
104332 Snail Permanent Adhesive

Instructions
1. Fold the card base in half and lay the attached cutting
guide on the seam. Hold it in place with paper clips. Cut in
on all the lines exactly as the lines are drawn.
2. Open the card up and on the outside seam of the card, fold
down the bottom triangle. Cut off the triangle and save it
(see picture).
3. Skip one triangle and then fold down the next one and tuck
it into the triangle below.
4. Continue skipping one and folding the next one until you
get to the top. Glue the first piece you cut off along the top
of the card, so that it also tucks into the triangle before it to
complete the pattern (see picture).
5. Cut the umbrella top out with the framelits on the Big Shot.
I used the Designer Paper with the copper accents, but

several of the papers in this pack would work.
6. Stamp the umbrella handle. Before stamping,
lay the umbrella die cut on the white cardstock
for positioning. Remove the umbrella top
before stamping. Stamp the handle of the
umbrella and the umbrella tip (leave about 1”
space between the two stamps) with
versamark ink. Sprinkle with embossing
powder and heat set.
7. Stamp the raindrops with Night of Navy ink. Be
careful not to stamp “under” the umbrella.
8. Attach the umbrella die cut to the card front
with dimensionals.
9. Colour the umbrella handle with the Crumb
Cake and Night of Navy markers.
10. Stamp the saying with Navy ink on the
Watercolor Wonder cardstock. Punch a notch
in the cardstock with the Triple Banner punch.
11. Tie a piece of ribbon into a knot on the braided
card edge.

